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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, pulse-compression thermography nondestructive testing method is proposed for defect detection in
carbon fiber reinforced composite in reflection mode, using halogen lamps as excitation source. It is known that
care should be taken when pulse-compression algorithm is applied to data obtained using halogen lamps. This
because standard commercial halogen lamps suffer from high on/off switching delay time, thus they are not
well-following the time behavior of the coded waveform employed for the heating emission modulation. The
hereby-proposed method, named “Referred Pulse-Compression Thermography”, relies on subtracting the step
heating contribution from the recorded coded thermal sequence before applying the pulse-compression algo-
rithm. In particular, the step heating contribution is recorded separately by mean of an additional measurement.
It is shown that the proposed method is inherently immune to the halogen-lamp switching time delay as both the
reference recorded step signal and the coded signal sequence are affected by the same setback value. The
proposed method can effectively enhance the defect information and improving the thermal contrast between
defect and non-defect areas when halogen lamps are used in combination with pulse-compression in reflection
mode. The validity of the proposed method is verified by experimental results and a comparison study with step
heating thermography on different composite samples, having complex shapes and embedded artificial defects at
different depths.

1. Introduction

Carbon fiber reinforced polymers (CFRPs) have many attracting
features: light weight, high specific strength and modulus, dimensional
stability, etc. [1–3]. Thanks to these characteristics, CFRP has become
an indispensable structural material in the aircraft manufacturing in-
dustry [4,5]. However, quality issues in CFRP may be caused by cyclic
stress, impact damages and any other anomaly buried within the
composite structure. In fact, defects associated with composite mate-
rials (e.g. delamination, debonding, cracks and impact damage) will
lead to a significant reduction of the load capacity and degradation of
mechanical properties [6]. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a reli-
able nondestructive testing (NDT) analysis to guarantee the safety [7].
In this framework, it must be noted that the detection of real defects

in complex layered structures such as composites is more difficult than
detecting artificially-realised defects in the same material or detecting

real defects in homogeneous materials. An example of such structure is
the carbon fiber with honeycomb sandwich composite, which is com-
monly known as being difficult to be carefully inspected and evaluated.
In recent years, various NDT technologies have been proposed to

evaluate the internal quality and assess structural integrity of CFRP
structures. Examples of conventional methods of NDT include eddy
current [8], ultrasonic testing [9], infrared thermography (IRT) [10],
etc. Cawley [11] reviewed the available ultrasonic techniques and
discussed the defect detection potential of lamb wave for composite
laminates. Hsu et al. [12] discussed the principles of air coupled ul-
trasonic measurement, and then introduced several air-coupled ultra-
sonic non-destructive testing systems for composites. Lutz et al. [13]
investigated the effect of the distance between the probe and the sample
on the optimal range of measurement sensitivity. Koyama et al. [14]
proposed a CP probe with a rectangular exciting coil in the upright
position for defect detection in CFRP. In particular, the rapid
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development of thermal image equipment is making IRT a quick and
reliable NDT method [15]. IRT is in fact suitable for inspecting large
areas having also complex geometries and it is applicable to different
materials [16–18]. Compared with other nondestructive methods, IRT
has many distinct advantages. These include rapid inspection over large
areas, non-contact measurements and intuitive results interpretation.
Examples of IRT application have been studied by many researchers,
such as Cramer et al. [19], Bagavathiappan et al. [20], Doshvarpassand
et al. [21], Laureti et al. [22–24]. Additionally, Sfarra et al. [25] de-
tected the impacted laminates by using near-infrared reflectography
and transmittography imaging, respectively. In active IRT schemes,
different external excitation sources can be used such as optical lamp
[26], microwave [27], ultrasonic [28], hot and cold air [29,30], eddy-
current [31,32], etc. The use of external heat sources aims at provoking
a thermal change onto/into the sample. It will result in a detectable
thermal contrast among damaged and sound areas. In this framework,
Optical Thermography (OT) is a subset of active IRT scheme whereby
the heating is provided by optical sources - an example being halogen
lamps or LED chips. OT is known to be an effective NDT scheme and has
been extensively used for composite inspection. In OT, the detection
rate and the Signal-to-Noise (SNR) are influenced by different para-
meters, e.g. source power, illumination angle, the distance between the

optical source and the inspected structure. To gain insight on the in-
fluence of the mentioned parameters, Chulkov et al. [33] compared
three types of optical sources and found that the development of both
hardware and software is required to improve the OT defect detection
capability. As another example, Mabrouki et al. [34] investigated an
aluminum-carbon fiber reinforced composite material and confirmed
that small and deep defects can be detected by using a high-power
optical source.
Commonly, OT is employed by using two main schemes: pulse

thermography (PT) [35–40] and lock-in thermography (LIT) [41–43].
Several comparisons between PT and LIT can be found in literature
[44,45]. With the fast-growing development of OT, concerning both the
optimization of excitation sources for a given inspection and that of
advanced post-processing algorithms, many types of defects within
various composite types of structures have been successfully detected
and characterized. However, there remain challenges in applying OT
for the inspection of complex structure. Nevertheless, Pastuszak et al.
[46] proved the effectiveness of PT for testing of curved composite
structures by means of FEM simulation and experiment results. In ad-
dition, they found that the influence of the CFRP stacking order in the
defect detection capability is negligible when PT is exploited. However,
Alvarez-Restrepo et al. [47] obtained a limit for the inspection depth
equal in value to 1.4mm within several CFRP samples by using PT.
Recently, different methods have been developed to improve the

detection capability in OT, attempting to combine the advantage of
high SNR level for Lock-in Thermography (LIT) with the advantage of
high number of information about the tested structure attainable for
Pulse Thermography (PT). In this framework, Pulse-compression
Thermography (PuCT) is an OT technique firstly introduced by
Mulaveesala and Mandelis et al. [48–50].
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PuCT is a correlation-based measurement, which extend to ther-
mography the results obtained in many other NDT techniques. For in-
stance, the Pulse-Compression (PuC) algorithm is extensively used in
ultrasonic testing [51–53] and in photo-thermal analysis [54,55], the
latter one being the closest example of application of PuC with respect
to the PuCT. In PuCT, the heating stimulus is modulated via a coded
signal such that its bandwidth and duration are almost independent.
This characteristic is exploited to maximize the achievable SNR: the
input is a long heating stimulus, e.g. comparable to LIT excitation, but
with a bandwidth that cover the frequency range of interest for the
inspection of the sample. A time-series of thermograms are collected
during the excitation and for a certain time after its switch-off; this
sequence is then properly correlated pixelwise with the input coded
excitation. As a result, a new time-series of thermograms is obtained,
which simulate the output of a short high-power excitation – as the one
obtainable by PT - starting from the experimental data. The correlation
step filters out the noise while enhancing the SNR in the output thermal
sequence. In particular, the frequency and the duration of the coded

signal are chosen to be relevant to the type, thickness and depth of the
material/defect to be investigated. In this framework Mulaveesala et al.
[56] proposed a 7-bit barker coded excitation to improve the defect
detectability in the obtained thermogram series after Pulse-Compres-
sion (PuC). Silipigni et al. [57] proposed an optimized PuCT excitation
scheme to improve the SNR of defects. Other coded excitation strategies
relying on the use of non-linear frequency modulated coded heating
stimulus can be also found in literature [58,59].
So far, PuCT has been proved to be able to effectively improve the

thermal contrast and enhance detection effect. Both halogen lamps or
LED systems are commonly used to provide the heat stimulus. LED in
the visible spectrum can operate at higher frequencies, thus allowing a
better approximation of a PT experiment – in terms of both excited
bandwidth and quality of the obtained impulse response - to be re-
trieved after the application of PuCT. Moreover, the excitation source
spectrum is outside the sensitivity range of the IR cameras. The use of
LED prevents collecting unwanted direct reflections of the source
emission, which superimpose to the recorded signal. On the other hand,
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Fig. 4. Typical real input signal s t( )TR and output signal ty ( )TR of PuCT method: input signal s t( )TR is superimposed by coded excitation s t( ) and step signal s t( )SQ , and
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Fig. 5. Input signal response y t( )TR and step heating response y t( )SQ (a). The real coded signal output y t( ) (b). The output signal h t( ) after convolution (c).
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LED chips have generally problems of low energy and are not suitable
for some practical applications in the industrial field. Halogen lamps
have instead higher heating power than LED chips. For this reason,
halogen lamps were chosen as heat source in the present work where
complex structures were to be inspected. However, due to the different
process at the heart of the light generation, their modulation speed is
significantly lower compared to LED chips, i.e. their intensity cannot be
modulated as fast as in the LED case. In addition, the use of halogen
lamps and PuCT requires either further post-processing steps or the
employment of optical filters, as the IR reflection from the inspected
sample is always captured by the IR cameras [60,61]. Moreover, the
magnitude the IR reflection strictly depends on the nature of the in-
vestigated sample’s surface and on choice of a transmission/reflection
inspection mode. Regarding this last point, Meola [62] demonstrated
that halogen lamps can be faithfully employed when used in trans-
mission mode in OT. However, only a single side of the structure is
often available in real life OT test, especially concerning the in-situ
monitoring of aerospace composite parts. In addition, cumbersome
setups associated with the employment of optical filters and extensive
post-processing procedures should be avoided if a quick and repeatable
test is aimed at being performed – this is especially the case of the
aerospace industry. This fact indicates the importance of being able to
use halogen lamps in combination with PuCT in a quick and easy way
while fully exploiting the advantages of PuCT.
Some authors, see for example [63,64], have proposed to use the

recorded signal from a sound area of the inspected sample as a way to
improve the pulse-compression output quality. Conversely, this paper
shows a new procedure for PuCT, called “Referred PuCT”, which shows
promises to faithfully remove the step heating contribution due to the
use of a monopolar heat source and to lower the effect of the slow
switching time of halogen lamps. This in turns is reflected on the PuCT
reconstructed thermograms, which can be interpreted without any
further processing step. It is shown that the proposed method is in-
herently immune to the halogen-lamp switching time delay as both the
reference recorded step signal and the coded signal sequence are af-
fected by the same setback value. The mathematical theory at the base
of the PuCT is analyzed, and then a reference experimental code
strategy is proposed to overcome the delay problem of halogen lamp. A
comparison between the proposed method with the traditional ap-
proach is carried out. In addition, different Barker Code excitations has
been experimentally investigated.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces

the methodology of OT and the optimized PuCT method. Second III
describes the investigated samples and experimental setup. The ex-
periment results and analysis are discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section

5 reports conclusions and perspectives of further developments.

2. Methodology

2.1. Pulse-compression thermography

In standard PT, the heating time is significantly shorter than the
cooling time, i.e. of the typical times of thermal diffusion phenomena in
the sample, so that it can be modeled as a Dirac’s Delta function t( ). If
the linearity and time-invariance conditions hold, then the impulse
response h t i j( , , ) of the pixel i j( , )can be retrieved by just collecting a
sequence of thermograms at different t-sampling values by means of a
suitable IR camera. In fact, the excitation can be considered in-
stantaneous and the sample impulse response is measured for a time Th,
which is large enough to record the main internal thermal diffusion
process. The estimated impulse response can be expressed as Eq. (1):

+h t i j h t i j e t i j( , , )~ ( , , ) ( , , )PT (1)

where e t i j( , , ) represents the environmental and instrumentational
noise, which is assumed as Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN).
Features of interest such as the presence of flaws/inclusion can be

inferred from the analysis of the h t( )PT ’s cooling time. However, PT is
not the only possible way to measure or estimate the thermal impulse
response. Indeed, Pulse-Compression (PuC) is a well-established and
effective measurement method used to estimate the impulse response of
a Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system in a high noisy environment or
with low SNR value. Fig. 1 shows the diagram of the PuCT system
stimulated by two halogen lamps. The excitation signal is generated by
a signal generator. The IR camera records synchronously to the ex-
citation signal the temperature variation on the specimen and continue
the acquisition for Thsecond after the end of the excitation.
In particular, the sample is stimulated by a coded excitation s t( ) of

duration T ; thus, the total time interval of acquisition is +T Th. The
acquired thermograms are convolved pixel-by-pixel with the matched
filter t( ). t( ) is designed so that its convolution with the coded ex-
citation s t( ) approximates the Dirac’s Delta function [57]:

=s t t t t( )* ( ) ( ) ( )PuCT (2)

where “*” denotes the convolution operation. The PuCT response of the
pixel i j( , ), h t i j( , , )PuCT is then retrieved by convolving the system
output y t( ) with t( ), as shown in Fig. 2. h t i j( , , )PuCT is an estimation of
the true impulse response of the sample h t i j( , , ): the closer is the ap-
proximation t t( ) ( )PuCT , the more accurate is the estimation.
The drawback of PuCT is that t( )PuCT is affected by the so-called

sidelobes that represent a mathematical noise affecting the fidelity of

Fig. 6. The OT system.
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the impulse response reconstruction, so many efforts were devoted in
PuC literature to reduce sidelobes by proper designing the matched
filter t( ) [57–59,65–66]. The advantage of PuCT is that is possible to
significantly reduce the noise in the h t i j( , , )PuCT even with using low-
power excitations that can be useful or mandatory in various cases [57].
To have an insight about the PuCT method, let us consider indeed

the effect of the environmental and instrumentation noise on the pro-
cedure: the output time-trend of the pixel i j( , ), y t( ), is described by

= +y t i j h t i j s t e t i j( , , ) ( , , )* ( ) ( , , ) in which, as before, e t i j( , , ) is
Additive White Gaussian Noise.
The PuCT output h t i j( , , )PuCT is expressed as Eq. (3):

=h t i j y t i j t( , , ) ( , , )* ( )PuCT (3)

Considering the definition of the output, the previous expression
can be rewritten as [57]:

= +h t i j h t i j s t t e t i j t( , , ) ( , , )* ( )* ( ) ( , , )* ( )PuCT (4)

By using Eq. (2), Eq. (3) becomes:

= + +
= +

h t i j h t i j t e t i j h t i j t e t i j
h t i j e t i j

( , , ) ( , , )* ( ) ( , , ) ( , , )* ( ) ( , , )
( , , ) ~ ( , , )

PuCT PuCT

(5)

Being the matched filter uncorrelated with e t( ), after pulse-com-
pression e t~ ( ) is lower than e t( ) leading to an increased SNR. The pro-
posed method can therefore improve the detection resolution and
thermal contrast effectively.
Different signal and matched filter can be investigated. Barker code

is a kind of binary phase-modulated coded signal that is well-known to
have the best self-correlation characteristic when used in aperiodic/
single-shot mode [65] and the longest Barker code (13-bit) was selected
to drive the heat sources. For this code, the peak value of the t( )PuCT
main lobe is 13 times of the peak value of the side lobes. The signal is as
shown in Fig. 3.
The auto-correlation function of Barker code sequence is defined as

Eq. (6):

Table 1
Description of specimens.
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Table 2
The results obtained with step (left) and PuCT (right) methods for the three samples.

(continued on next page)
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where N represents the code length of the barker code.

2.2. The proposed referred de-level method

When using pulse-compression in infrared OT, one of the main
practical issues to face is the lack of a bipolar optical heat excitation,
although the use of a cooling source has been recently reported [67].
The common heat sources used in infrared thermography are indeed
unipolar, i.e. only capable of heating the sample. Therefore, it is not
possible to apply directly bipolar excitation to the sample [68]. How-
ever, by exploiting the superposition principle and assuming the system
to be linear, is still possible to implement PuCT even by using unipolar
sources. The role of superposition principle in PuCT is shown in Fig. 4:

the true input unipolar signal = +s t s t s t( ) ( ) ( )TR SQ is a combination of
the coded bipolar signal s t( ) and of a step signal s t( )SQ .
According to the superposition principle, the output

= +y t s t h t e t( ) ( )* ( ) ( )TR TR is a superposition of the coded signal output
y t( ) and of the output =y t s t h t( ) ( )* ( )SQ SQ of the sole step signal s t( )SQ .
In order to correctly implement pulse-compression, the step heating
response y t( )SQ has therefore to be removed from the measured output
y t( )TR . In literature, various fitting function were proposed to remove
the rising part of y t( )SQ , typically with a linear or a polynomial fitting.
However, in [44] it was showed that the correct implementation of the
pulse-compression algorithm requires collecting data also when the
excitation is switched off. This makes the fitting more challenging, and
this is further hampered by the delayed response of halogen lamps with
respect the driving voltage. A new method for removing the heating
trend biasing the coded excitation output is here proposed to improve
the quality of PuCT output.
The idea behind the underlying method is the following: the true

coded signal output is given by =y t y t y t( ) ( ) ( )TR SQ , as shown in
Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) represents the real input signal output y t( )TR and y t( )SQ ,
Fig. 5(b) represents the real coded signal output and Fig. 5(c) represents
the output signal h(t) after convolution. So, if y t( )SQ can be directly
measured by using just a step signal excitation, then y t( ) is retrieved by
subtracting two measured thermal sequences. Of course, this require
doing two separate measurements, i.e. doubling the measurement time,
but the advantages in terms of defect detection can counterbalance the
disadvantage of the additional measurement, especially in cases where
with standard methods defects are not visible. In addition, since both
step signal and coded unipolar signal suffer from the same halogen-
lamp delay, the method is inherently immune to such problem. After
subtracting the two measured sequences, the final PuCT output signal is
then obtained by convolving the coded excitation response with the
matched filter.

Table 2 (continued)

Best thermal image of SP3 obtained by 

step heating thermography

Best thermal image of SP3 obtained by PuCT

The output signal of SP3 The coded output signal of 

SP3

The true output signal and the step 

heating thermography of SP3

(c) The result of SP3 with step heating 

thermography
(f) The result of SP3 with PuCT

defect1

defect1

ab

Fig. 7. Defect and background region definition.
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3. Experimental setup and specimen description

3.1. Experimental setup

In order to highlight the performance of PuCT method in detecting
inner defects in complex structures, a comparison between PuCT and
step heating thermography [72,73] was done over various samples by
using the optical thermography (OT) system depicted in Fig. 6: two
halogen lamps (of each 1000W) are selected as the light source of the
system. Both lamps are located 80 cm away from the sample surface.
The voltage and the current of the excitation source (ZY-B type with
maximum energy of 3KW) can be adjusted. The IR camera is FLIR
A655sc model with a resolution of ×640 480 and a thermal sensitivity
of 0.05 °C. The acquisition rate of the thermal camera ranges from 12.5
to 200 Hz - it was set to 50 Hz for the reported research. The IR camera
and halogen lamps can be triggered synchronously by a pulse gen-
erator.

3.2. Specimen description

Three specimens were used in the experiments. The specimen 1
(SP1) was a flat bottom hole specimen, which was mainly used for a
verification test. The specimen 2 (SP2) and the specimen 3 (SP3) were
provided by the Chengdu Aircraft Design Institute of China Aviation
Industry representing actual materials used in aircraft manufacturing
and production. In these samples, each ply of the carbon fibers is
0.125mm thick. The structure of the specimens is shown in Table 1. All
units are in millimeters.
SP1 has three rows of defects, and in each row the diameter of the

defects is fixed. The first row has defects of 5mm in diameter, the
second row has defects of 20mm, and the third row has defects of

(a) Selected defects of SP1 for thermal 

contrast calculation     

(b) Selected defects of SP2 for thermal 

contrast calculation     

(c) Selected defects of SP3 for thermal 

contrast calculation     

(d) Thermal contrast values obtained 

for the four selected defects of SP1    
(d) Thermal contrast values obtained 

for the five selected defects of SP2

(d) Thermal contrast values obtained 

for the five selected defects of SP3

Fig. 8. The thermal contrast of three specimens acquired by the step heating thermography and the PuCT method.

Table 3
Difference in the thermal contrast values among PuCT and step heating results
for the selected defects.

Specimen Defect1 Defect2 Defect3 Defect4 Defect5 Average

SP1 19.42 28.67 21.79 17.40 None 21.82
SP2 3.38 3.67 3.19 4.75 4.26 3.85
SP3 41.07 28.25 52.20 37.29 55.34 42.83

Table 4
The thermal contrast of referred PuCT method and Step Heating.

Specimen Method Defect1 Defect2 Defect3 Defect4 Defect5

SP1 Referred PuCT 19.74 29.07 22.15 17.65 None
Step Heating 0.32 0.40 0.36 0.25 None

SP2 Referred PuCT 3.61 4.21 3.44 5.07 4.58
Step Heating 0.23 0.54 0.25 0.32 0.32

SP3 Referred PuCT 41.47 28.44 52.69 37.56 55.67
Step Heating 0.40 0.19 0.49 0.27 0.33

Table 5
The SNR of referred PuCT method and Step Heating.

Specimen Method Defect1 Defect2 Defect3 Defect4 Defect5

SP1 Referred PuCT 4.82 4.24 5.19 4.66 None
Step Heating 3.98 4.27 4.91 3.30 None

SP2 Referred PuCT 3.40 2.18 2.49 5.48 2.66
Step Heating 1.82 1.39 2.02 3.78 2.35

SP3 Referred PuCT 8.42 14.67 13.67 16.40 4.60
Step Heating 7.78 12.68 12.74 12.96 2.94
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10mm. Defects’ depth gradually increases from left to right. The size
and depth of the defects are shown in the table.
SP2 contains instead 16 debonding defects with different depths.

Finally, the structure of SP3 is a sandwich structure consisting of ex-
ternal carbon fiber layers with a honeycomb inner structure. In SP3, 10
defects are located on the honeycomb structure and 10 defects are lo-
cated under the honeycomb structure, as shown in the table. The
thickness of the honeycomb is 10mm, and the thickness of the rubber
layer is 0.2mm. Therefore, the front-up, front-under, rear-up, rear-
under represent the defect depth of 2mm, 2.2 mm, 12.2mm, 12.4mm
in the sketch, respectively.

4. Experiment result and analysis

As said, a comparative study was performed between step heating
thermography and pulse-compression thermography. The total energy
of the coded signal is the same as the total energy of the step signal.
Firstly, the 13-bit Barker code was used in the samples, with a single bit
duration =T 300[ms]bit for SP1 and SP2. Then, a step heating thermo-
graphy experiment was carried out for both samples by using a pulse
duration of 1500[ms]. Because of the higher thickness of the SP3, a
single-bit duration equal to 500ms was used for the 13-bit Barker
unipolar excitation while a duration of 2500[ms] was set for the step
excitation. The peak power is the same in both methods.
The results of the comparison are shown in Table 2, including the

best thermal images and the temperature signals in temporal domain. In
the case of the 20mm-diameter defects of SP1, step heating thermo-
graphy was able to detect defects up to a depth of 3.5 mm while PuCT
was able to detect defects up to 4mm of depth. However, the SNR of the
3.5 mm defect in step heating thermography was poor. For the case of
10mm-diameter defects, the PuCT method detected few defects, even
with low contrast, while the step heating thermography method failed
completely their detection. For the case of 5mm-defects, nor the step

heating thermography neither the PuCT method were able to detect any
of them. To summarize, in the case of SP1, it was found that the PuCT
method can enhance the defect detection and increase the thermal
contrast between the defects and the background. For SP2, the number
of the detected defects was the same for both methods because of the
smaller thickness of the specimen that contained just shallow defects,
however PuCT defects image has a better spatial resolution than the
step-heating one. For SP3, results are reported in Table 2(c) and (f). A
large number of defects were detected by PuCT method than by step
heating thermography: the number of the detected defects by step
heating thermography is 5 while the total number of detected defects by
PuCT is 8. In particular, three defects in the upper row are detected
with PuCT. Although the defects of the upper row is only 0.2mm
deeper than that of the lower row, the difficulty of detection increases
significantly due to the presence of the honeycomb structure. This is
because the additional 0.2mm is made of adhesive layer with poor
thermal conductivity.
To further validate the comparison, the thermal contrast was cal-

culated and compared on both step heating and PuCT images. The
thermal contrast is here defined as the weighted average temperature
difference between the defect and the background area. As reported in
Fig. 7, we have taken 2 points, named “a” and “b”, so as to calculate the
thermal contrast value. Point “a” represents the pixel at the center of
defect 1. We have assumed that the thermal feature of point “a” is the
expected feature of the defect. Point “b” is the background near defect
1. We have taken point “a” as the center point of defect 1, selected a 7-
by-7 pixels area to calculate the mean value. We have chosen point “b”
as the reference for the background. The size of point “b”, thus the one
of the background is, is still 7-by-7 pixels. The thermal contrast is ob-
tained by the Subtraction of the two mean value.
As shown in Fig. 8, the thermal contrast value is obtained by

choosing the maximum value in time series. The defects selected in SP1,
SP2 and SP3 for the calculation of the thermal contrast are marked.

(a) Selected defects of SP1 for SNR 
calculation     

(b) Selected defects of SP2 for SNR 
calculation     

(c) Selected defects of SP3 for SNR 
calculation     

(d) SNR values obtained for the four 

selected defects of SP1    

(d) SNR values obtained for the five 

selected defects of SP2    

(d) SNR values obtained for the five 

selected defects of SP3    

1234

1 2
3

4 5

1 2 43
5

Fig. 9. The SNR of three specimens acquired by the step heating thermography and the PuCT method.
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Four defects were selected in SP1 and five defects in SP2 and SP3. For
all the specimens, the thermal contrast obtained with PuCT is higher
than that of the step heating thermography. Besides, it can be seen that
the longer is the time of the single bit of Barker code, the bigger the is
the thermal contrast obtained. The difference in the maximum thermal
contrast obtained by the two methods is shown in Table 3. The thermal
contrast results obtained by the two methods are shown in Table 4.
It can be seen from the overall data that the proposed method can

effectively improve the thermal contrast. In particular, the maximum
thermal contrast difference among all the defects considered is 55.34,
which belongs to a defect in the SP3, while the average value of max-
imum contrast for defects in SP3 is 42.83. For the SP1, the maximum
contrast achieved for the four defects is 28.67, with an average value
equal to 21.82. The minimum thermal contrast measured is equal to
3.19 for a defect in SP2, whereas the average value of thermal contrast
difference for SP2 defects is 3.85.
The results evidence the robustness of the proposed method. In

addition, the thermal contrast achievable with PuCT is affected by
material properties and excitation time. The longer the excitation time,
the greater the difference in thermal contrast.
In addition, we have calculated the SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) so

that the results are intuitive and reliable. It is calculated as shown in Eq.
(7).

=SNR t mean t mean t
std t

( ) | ( ) ( )|
( )

a b

b (7)

The max values of SNR are shown in Table 5 and Fig. 9. It can be
seen that the referred PuCT method have higher SNR values.
The results show that the proposed PuCT method with halogen lamp

which remove the step heating response can effectively improve the
thermal contrast and SNR of the results and detect deeper defects.

5. Conclusion and future work

In this paper, a PuCT protocol based on Barker code excitation and
halogen lamp heating source is proposed and applied to the defect
detection of carbon fiber composites. For correctly removing the step
heating trend overlying the unipolar coded excitation output, and for
contextually overcoming the influence of the delay characteristics of
halogen lamps, experimental data acquired with a proper step heating
excitation are used as background to be subtracted. The qualitative and
quantitative analysis performed on experimental data allowed to de-
monstrated the superiority of PuCT method in defect detection with
respect a step heating excitation strategy. The results show that the
PuCT method can effectively suppress the noise, improve the thermal
contrast, providing benefits to deeper defects detection in CFRP mate-
rials. Future work will focus on establishing a fitting curve suitable for
the halogen lamp to remove the y t( )SQ contribution, which simplifies
the operation of PuCT method for halogen lamp without requiring a
background experimental measurement.
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